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Tenuta di Trinoro
Tenuta di Trinoro is considered one of the most iconic 
wines produced in Italy today. The estate, planted on 
virgin soil following the vision of owner and
winemaker Andrea Franchetti, is planted solely with 
Bordelais grapes, with a strong preponderance of 
Cabernet Franc. The isolated estate occupies an area 
of about 200 hectares, of which 22 are planted with 
vines. It is located in the Val d’Orcia, between 450 and 
600 meters above sea level, where the eroded rock of 
the mountain gives way to the limestone and clay of an 
ancient sea floor. These Super Tuscan wines are unique 
in their area, expressing the particular conditions of this 
elevated, inland valley.

Tenuta di Trinoro Rosso Toscana I.G.T. (Multiple Vintages) 96 WS/95 WA          Code #35739 
(2018 Vintage) 98+ WA
The flagship wine of Tenuta di Trinoro provides the greatest insight into Andrea Franchetti’s approach to
winemaking. A proprietary blend of Cabernet Franc, Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon, and Petit Verdot that is 
never a predetermined recipe, formula, or even flavor profile. The best grapes are hand selected each year, 
making every vintage different. This Super Tuscan wine showcases the distinct terroir and native grapes from 
this remote estate at the furthest confines of Tuscan viticulture. Rich and structured, with a depth of flavor and 
complexity, these are the hallmarks of the Franchetti wines, and they are perfectly represented in the Rosso 
Toscana. 

Palazzi Rosso Toscana Merlot I.G.T. ( 2010 Vintage) 91 WS / (2012 Vintage) 91 WS/ 93WE /
(2015 Vintage) 96 WS /94W / (2018 Vintage)  97 WA                                             Code #18339
Made with 100% Merlot grapes and aged 8 mos. in new French oak barriques and 10 mos. in cement, Palazzi 
showcases Merlot at its best. Palazzi comes from a selection of older Merlot vines blended from various areas 
across the estate. The new French barriques add layers of richness and complexity to the wine, which is
characterized by plush, supple fruit balanced by intense minerality, making it approachable and pleasing from 
the release, with elegant structure that can stand the test of time. Palazzi is one of the great examples of Italian 
merlot and is only produced in small quantities each year. Each bottle presented in custom wooden boxing. 
Also available in 1.5L bottles, pricing upon request. 

Le Cupole Rosso Toscana I.G.T.  (2018 Vintage) 94 WA                                       Code# 34985
Made with a blend of 16% Cabernet Franc, 60% Merlot, 17% Cabernet Sauvignon, and 7% Petit
Verdot, Le Cupole Rosso Toscana is aged nearly 20 mos. in 1-3-year-old barriques and cement. Velvety and 
approachable, this wine hits the palate with exuberance, full of fleshy, bright fruit and extracted tannins. A 
rich color that almost approaches black that is unique in Italy; this is due to the fully ripened grapes of the late 
harvest. The almost over-ripened grapes create an aromatic fullness reminiscent of high-end Californian reds. A 
perfect pairing for dark meat, dark poultry, hearty wild dishes, and medium old cheeses.
Available in 1.5L & 3L bottles presented in custom wooden boxing, pricing upon request.
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Innocenti
Innocenti is located in an area that is strongly suited 
to the cultivation of vineyards. Respecting the prevail-
ing environmental characteristics without altering the 
natural balance of the ecosystem has been a fundamen-
tal principle at Innocenti. In the vineyards the Vitigno 
Sangiovese dominates the fields for the production of 
the Brunello and Rosso di Montalcino. 

Brunello di Montalcino Riserva D.O.C.G. (2012 Vintage) 95 JS / 90 WE / 91 WA           Code# 18798
With 100% Sangiovese grapes, the Riserva is aged an additional year than the regular Brunello di Montalcino, 
making for a Brunello with the classic intense-red coloring with garnet hues. The aromas are characterized by 
round wood, chocolate and a light toasted coffee fragrance. A full-bodied, well-structured wine that is excel-
lently balanced, silky and refined, this Brunello pairs phenomenally with red meats, game, and intense cheeses. 
Presented in custom wooden boxes. Also available in 1.5L size, pricing upon request.

Brunello di Montalcino D.O.C.G. (2015 Vintage) 94 JS                                                      Code# 23128
100% Sangiovese grapes, this Brunello is aged two years in Slavonian oak barrels and is characterized by its 
intense red color marked with garnet hues. Persistent aromas of round wood, berry, cherry and other sweet 
red fruits are present. This is a tasteful full-bodied wine that is well-structured, tannic, and pairs perfectly with 
red meats, venison and mature flavorful cheeses. Also available in 1.5L, 3L, 5L & 12L sizes in custom wooden 
boxing, pricing upon request.

Vignalsole I.G.T. (2016 Vintage)                                                                                             Code# 23122
Made with equal parts Sangiovese Grosso, Cabernet, and Merlot grapes, the Vignalsole is aged for 12 months 
in French barrels. In the glass it is a red color marked by violet hues and holds an intense and persistent round 
wood aroma with notes of vanilla and a strong bouquet of berry, black cherry and other sweet red fruits. 
Full-bodied, well-structured, with balanced tannins, the Vignalsole matches excellently with red meats, and 
spicy cheeses.

Rosso di Montalcino D.O.C.G. (2016 Vintage)                                                                     Code# 35465
Made with 100% Sangiovese grapes and aged 12 months in Slovenian barrels, this Rosso di Montalcino is an 
intense red color with a round wood fragrance, notes of berry and black cherry. It is well-structured, tannic 
and matches perfectly with any red meat dish or strong cheeses.

Lume Sangiovese I.G.T. (2017 Vintage)                                                                                Code# 23125
Made with 100% Sangiovese grapes, this Italian Toscana from Innocenti, aged in French barrels for 12 months, 
is an intense red color with persistent aromas. It has a well-structured flavor and works great with red meats 
and seasoned cheeses.
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Tenuta Santo Pietro 🌿
Located between Pienza and Montepulciano on the 
Strada del Chianti (dei Colli Senesi), Tenuta Santo Piet-
ro’s 72-acre estate was part of a larger farm system laid 
out by Pope Pius II in the mid-1400s. Our 15 acres of 
vineyards are all located on our property as is our newly 
built wine cellar. Grape varieties include Sangiovese, 
Syrah, Cabernet Sauvignon, Petit Verdot, and Merlot. 
We put all of our effort into producing a very low yield 
of extremely high quality grapes. The successive work 
in the cellar also requires much care and attention to 
obtain the best possible results. Winemaking is a form 
of art that does not benefit from cutting corners, what 
comes out of each bottle you open is the expression of 
all the hard work that has gone into it. 

Brunello di Montalcino DOCG (2015 Vintage)
This Brunello is made from Sangiovese grapes that 
are aged for 24 months in oak barrels and 6 months in 
the bottle. The color is intense, bright red that tends 
towards maroon as it ages. The intensity of the nose in-
creases with age; it expresses complexity varying from 
spices to oak, to tobacco and wild berries. It is dry and 
warm with refined aromatic tannins and a bold yet 
well- rounded structure.      Code# 16876

tuScaNy, italy

Barolo (2016 Vintage)       Code# 16867
Intense fruity and wooden bouquet, becomes pleas-
antly fragrant and ethereal during maturity. Recom-
mended food pairings include roast meats, braised 
beef, game and aged cheeses. 100% Nebbiolo, aged 30 
months in French tonneaux and 6 months in the bottle.

23•10 (NV)    Code# 16875
This unique and interesting blend is made by setting 
aside small batches of wine from select barrels of each 
vintage, having different characteristics, and continu-
ing to age them. Varying percentages of the different 
vintages were then blended with more recent ones to 
create a wine that has the complexity of an aged one 
with the freshness of a younger harvest. 50% San-
giovese and 50% blend of international varietals.

Perceptum Toscano Rosso I.G.T. (2019 Vintage)
Perceptum is a super Tuscan made typically from a 
maximum of 20% Sangiovese and the remaining 80% 
is a combination of Cabernet, Syrah, Petit Verdot, and 
Merlot. It is aged in French barriques for at least 12 
months. Food pairings include typical Tuscan cuisine 
such as bean or lentil soup, lard, tripe, game, grilled 
meat, pate, aged cheese.   Code# 20406

Viper Super Tuscan I.G.T (2019 Vintage)  
Viper is a Sangiovese based super Tuscan. The exact 
percentages of each grape vary every vintage in order 
to make the best possible selection. However, typically, 
this wine is made from about 85% Sangiovese, 10% 
Merlot, and 5% Syrah and it is aged in a combination 
of large Slavonian oak barrels and French barriques 
for at least 12 months.    Code # 20405

Pio II Chanti Riserva DOCG (2017 Vintage)
Pio II Chianti Riserva is made from 100% Sangiovese 
grapes carefully selected from our oldest vines and is 
aged for a minimum of 24 months in large Slavonian 
oak barrels. The meticulous selection of the grapes and 
patient aging in traditional oak allow us to achieve the 
finest expression that the territory has to offer.  #20404 

Pio II Chianti Classico DOCG (2019 Vintage)
Pio II Chianti is made from 100% Sangiovese grapes 
and is aged for a maximum of 6 months in large Slavo-
nian oak barrels. This is done to preserve the freshness 
and bouquet of the fruit while softening and refining 
the tannins. It has a bright red color tending towards 
purple due to the aging.    

Letizia Rose I.G.T. (2019 Vintage)  Code# 16869
Our rosé is made from 100% Sangiovese grapes. This 
dry rosé fully expresses the characteristics of the San-
giovese grape and the territory. It has a bright color 
and tastes of wild berries and cherries.



Antico Colle
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Vino Nobile di Montepulciano Riserva “IL Saggio” (2012 Vintage) 92 WE    Code# 20397
100% Sangiovese grapes and aged 36 mos. in Slovenian barrels, this fruity, spicy and floral wine is 
characterized by sensations of blueberry and ripe black cherry that harmonize with pleasant notes 
of cloves, sweet tobacco and leather. Served with first courses, red meat, roasts and furred game.
 
Vino Nobile di Montepulciano D.O.C.G. (2016 Vintage)                                 Code# 20396
100% Sangiovese grapes and aged 24 mos. in Slovenian barrels, this wine has intense aromas of 
fruit and red berries with extreme finesse and elegance. It goes well with seasoned Tuscan cheeses, 
first courses, red meats and roasts. 

Chianti Colli Senesi D.O.C.G. (2017 Vintage)                                                  Code# 20387
With 80% Sangiovese, 15% Merlot, and 5% Cabernet grapes, this ruby red colored wine is of 
excellent structure, softness and balance with hints of sweet fruits; perfect with first courses, roasts, 
meats and cheeses.

Rosso Di Montepulciano D.O.C.G. (2017 Vintage)                                          Code# 20395
90% Sangiovese and 10% Merlot aged 5 months in French wooden oak casks. Before being made 
available for sale the wine is refined in bottles for 4 months. The colour of this wine is an intense 
ruby red with an aroma of red fruit and berries. With flowery undertones, it is harmonious and has 
very agreeable flavour.

Le Palaie
Gatta Ci Cova Toscana Rosso I.G.T. (2018 Vintage)                                      Code# 34979
A “ready to drink” red wine, Gatta Ci Cova is made with 50% Sangiovese and 50% Merlot grapes. 
A fruity wine with soft tannins, strong acidity, and hints of fresh fruit, it goes well with light dishes, 
and aperitivi in any season. 
 

Rosato de le Palaie I.G.T. (2018 Vintage)                                                       Code# 34977
Merlot and Sangiovese grapes are harvested manually and aged in steel tanks for 6 months of cold 
stabilization to preserve freshness. This wine is a coppery color with strong acidity that adds flavor 
and freshness to the wine. Excellent persistence on the palate with fruity aromas and floral notes. 
Pairs well with summer salads, fish, and pastas.
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Syrah di Fabbrica I.G.T. (2016 Vintage) 92 JS                                                Code# 18318
Intense ruby red with a deep dark berries aroma that slowly evolves into Mediterranean scrub
notes, together with eucalyptus and a light touch of white pepper. Aged 24 months in lightly toasted 
tonneaux. Certified organic.
 
Sangiovese Toscana I.G.T. (2016 Vintage) 92 JS                                             Code# 35823
Fabbrica Sangiovese Toscana is 100% Sangiovese produced by 30 year-old vines. The color is
bright and transparent ruby red, the nose shows hints of dark cherry and wild strawberry, on the 
palate the entrance is fragrant, soft and savory. Certified organic.

Rosso di Fabbrica I.G.T (2018 Vintage) 91 JS                                                Code# 35793
Bright ruby red, the nose reveals aromas of black cherry, wild strawberry, aromatic herbs and
rhubarb. On the palate this 100% Sangiovese is lively, juicy and easy to drink; sweet and silky 
tannins balance the flavour in a perfect match. Finally, notes of black cherry and herbs underline an 
elegant finish. Certified organic.

Bianco di Fabbrica I.G.T (2018 Vintage) 92 JS                                              Code# 18333
With its unusual and fascinating blend – 35%Vermentino, 30% Viognier, 25% Roussanne, and 10% 
Marsanne – Bianco di Fabbrica ideally connects Southern Tuscany and Northern Cotes du Rhone. 
The color is bright yellow, on the nose notes of acacia, lime, and green tea, in the mouth the acidity 
and sapidity balance the alcohol in a perfect match. Certified organic.

Chianti Classico Gran Selezione D.O.C.G. (2015 Vintage) 94 JS / 98 LM       Code# 33432 
Constructed with 100% Sangiovese grapes of careful selection, and aged 18 
mos. in French barrels and 6 mos. in Slovenian barrels The Gran Selezione is an austere 
wine with great structure and personality. Ruby red with an intense garnet color, this wine 
holds aromas of cherry, vanilla and black currant. Tannic and dry on the palate with aftertaste of 
blackberry and sweet tobacco, this wine pairs excellently with red meat, game and aged cheeses. 

Chianti Classico Riserva D.O.C.G. (2016 Vintage) 92 JS / 90 LM                   Code# 18808
An important and austere wine, with great structure and personality. It has a ruby red color
tending to garnet and aromas of ripe berries, jam, spices, pepper and sweet tobacco. 18 months in 
French oak barriques followed by a minimum of 6 months in the bottle.  

Chianti Classico D.O.C.G. (2016 Vintage) 91 JS / 96 LM (2017 Vintage)       Code# 33431
Made with 95% Sangiovese, and 5% Canaiolo grapes obtained from the best selections across 
the estate and aged 12 mos. in Slovenian barrels. This wine is characterized by intense ruby
coloring with light garnet hues and notes of wild berries and violets. With a dry and robust
sensation on the palate, it pairs well with white and red meat, and cheeses. 

Chianti Superiore D.O.C.G. (2018 Vintage)                                                      Code# 35467
A Chianti made from the Sangiovese grapes expressing the best of Tuscany’s tradition. Intense 
and velvety, full of personality, it stands out for its persistence and for its delicious floral and fruity 
aromas.

Castello dello Sparviero 🌿
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Passopisciaro
Sitting a thousand meters above the small wine town of 
Passopisciaro on the northern slope of the volcano Mt. 
Etna, famous winemaker Andrea Franchetti initiated a
renaissance of viticulture for volcanic wines. Focusing 
on the native grape Nerello Mascalese and its various 
expressions of terroir through altitude, Franchetti has 
curated a unique selection of wine that displays the
distinct effects of high-altitude wine making on an
active volcano.

Contrada “C” Chiappemacine I.G.P. (2017 Vintage) 92 
pts WA / 92 pts WS / 97 pts WE (2018 Vintage also avail-
able) Madewith 100% Nerello Mascalese grapes grown 
at 1,800 ft above sea level and aged 18 mos. in neutral oak 
barrels, the wine is rich in notes of ripe red fruits, blood or-
ange, pomegranate, and camphor. The Contrada “C” terroir 
produces a more full-bodied, rounder style because it lies on 
the last outreach of Mount Etna’s lava; beneath the thinner 
strata of lava lies a limestone bed to which the vines pene-
trate.   Code# 35056
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Contrada “S” Sciaranuova I.G.P. (2017 Vintage) 93 pts 
WA / 94 pts WS / 95 pts WE) (2018 Vintage also avail-
able) Made with 100% Nerello Mascalese grapes grown 
2,800 ft above sea level, this wine is strong in body with a 
powerful structure, and notes of ripe red fruits, blood or-
ange, pomegranate, and camphor. The Contrada “S” region 
is planted on relatively new lava flow turned thick gravel 
which produces bright, aromatic wines with rich flavors of 
fermented hay and a dusty herbal quality.  Code# 35062

Contrada “R” Rampante I.G.P (2017 Vintage) 92 WS / 95 
WE (2018 Vintage also available) 100% Nerello Mascalese 
grapes grown at an altitude of 3,330 ft, the Contrada “R” 
region on Etna produces one of volcano’s finest, most aro-
matic wines because of the sandy character that the lava has 
acquired. Due to the altitude, it is typically the last to ripen, 
but can still maintain its strong body and structure, with 
notes of blood orange, pomegranate, and camphor. 
Code# 35054

Contrada “G” Guardiola I.G.P (2017 Vintage) 94 pts 
WA / 93 WS / 97 WE (2018 Vintage also available) 100% 
Nerello Mascalese grapes grown between 2,600-3,300 ft 
above sea level, the Contrada “G” is an ancient domain on 
the edge of a lava flow from Etna’s 1947 eruption, which 
produces a rich, juicy wine with fleshy red fruit and smoky 
mineral tones. Strong in body, powerful in structure, this 
is a deep and complex wine with a rich taste of red fruit. 
Code# 35059

Contrada “P” Porcaria I.G.P (2017 Vintage) 94 pts WA / 
94 pts WS / 97 pts WE (2018 Vintage also available) 100% 
Nerello Mascalese grapes grown at 2,100 ft above sea level, 
Contrada “P” is Etna’s richest, most full-bodied expression 
of Nerello Mascalese, packed with bramble fruit and mineral 
flavors framed by a strong body and structure. Notes of ripe 
red fruits, blood orange, pomegranate, and camphor come 
through in this Contrada, the largest and oldest domain, and 
considered Mount Etna’s most famous and sought-after con-
trade because of the lush, robust wines it produces.for at least 
12 months.  Code# 35069

Franchetti I.G.T. (2016 Vintage) 94 pts WA / 92 pts WS 
(2017 Vintage also available)Made with a unique blend 
of 60% Petit Verdot and 40% Cesanese d’Affile grapes that 
are grown in the Contrada “G” section of the Estate at an 
altitude of 2,700 ft, the Franchetti I.G.T is the wine-mak-
ers interpretation of a full-bodied Etna wine. Aged in new 
French oak, this wine is full of grippy tannins fleshed out 
by a ripe and mouthwatering mix of concentrated blackber-
ry and boysenberry fruit, wild herb and incense. This rich 
and full- bodied red remains long and fresh on the aromatic 
finish.  

Passorosso I.G.T. (2017 Vintage) 91 pts WA / 93 pts WE 
100% Nerello Mascalese grapes aged 18 mos. in neutral oak, 
the Passorosso is strong in body and structure, with notes 
of ripe red fruits, blood orange, pomegranate, and camphor. 
Made with a blend of Nerello Mascalese grapes across 
Etna’s different altitudes and soil types grants this wine a 
holistic expression of the breadth of flavors that Etna can 
produce, with a character that distills this unique growing 
environment into a glass. Code# 34984

Passobianco I.G.T. (2017 Vintage) 92 pts WA / 90 pts WE 
(2018 Vintage also available) Made with 100% Chardon-
nay grapes, Passobianco is a bright straw-gold color with 
aromas of butter, hazelnuts, orange and pineapple. Fresh 
and juicy on entry, then more viscous and broader on the 
palate, it closes long, ripe and vibrant.  Code# 35044



Cerasuolo Di Vittoria D.O.C.G. (2017 Vintage)                                             Code# 33428
60% Nero d’Avola and 40% Frappato, it is the only Sicilian wine which can boast DOCG certifi-
cation. It is a wine that strongly expresses its territory of origin, through a perfect synergy between 
the strength, structure, and the fruitfulness of the Nero d’Avola with the elegance, delicacy, and 
floral qualities of Frappato.

Nero D’Avola D.O.C. (2018 Vintage)                                                              Code# 30118
It is a non-blended, 100% Nero d’Avola, red in color with violet hues, it is a young, genuine, and 
sincere wine that expresses the characteristics of the Nero d’Avola with simplicity and elegance.

Frappato D.O.C. (2017 Vintage)                                                                     Code# 33429
100% Frappato. It is an extraordinary wine for its unique and elegant organoleptic characteristic. 
Light red in color, floral and slight berry fragrance, its taste is rich in soft tannins and it is well bal-
anced with the wine acidity. Its aftertaste is long-lasting and savory.

Grillo D.O.C. (2017 and 2018 Vintages)                                                        Code# 33430
100% Grillo. A modern white wine from ancient grapes, the Grillo, historic Sicilian varieties, vini-
fied today with modern technologies while respecting tradition. A wine that elegantly expresses the 
character of the variety. It is a bright yellow color with notes of citrus and Mediterranean maquis 
with a rich, intense, and salty taste.

Judeka 🌿

Sicily, italy

Etna Rosso Sant’Agathae D.O.C. (2017Vintage)                                            Code# 34556
90% Nerello Mascalese and 10% Nerello Cappuccio grapes, this wine spends 12 months in French oak bar-
riques. Fresh, fragrant, and beautifully slender with a fine grip, this wine has a natural polish, a stage pres-
ence, as it were.
 

Nero d’Avola Vittoria D.O.C. (2017 Vintage) 90 Decanter                           Code# 34558
Unique to its kind, this 100% Nero d’Avola wine is made with three times of harvest: previous harvest grapes 
which add roundness, current harvest grapes cut and left to dry in the sun which add sweetness, and current 
harvest grapes which add freshness, strength, and longevity. This intense and rich wine is an expression of 
the terroir, its strong character and soft tannins along with fragrances of marasca, plums, and cherries make it 
a great match for red meat, roast meat with mushrooms, Italian style appetizers, sliced meats, mature cheese, 
olives and spicy sausage. Also available in Ceramic Bottles in gift boxes.

Cerasuolo Di Vittoria D.O.C.G. (2017 Vintage) 60% Nero d’Avola and 40% Frappato, it is the only 
Sicilian wine which can boast DOCG Certification. It is a wine that strongly expresses its territory of origin, 
through a perfect synergy between the strength, structure, and the fruitfulness of the Nero d’Avola with the 
elegance, delicacy and floral qualities of Frappato.                                                           Code# 18341
Frabianco White Frappato Frizzante I.G.T. (2018 Vintage)                          Code# 34557
The only producer of this unique wine, Judeka’s naturally sparkling Frabianco is made with 100% Frappato 
grapes. A light sparkling wine, with an aromatic bouquet balanced by an elegant body. Matches well with 
sashimi, seafood, pasta with lobster, and crab.
 

Blandine Insolia Chardonnay Zibibbo I.G.T. (2018 Vintage)                        Code# 34555
A blend of Insolia, Chardonnay, and Zibibbo grapes, this wine is both fine and lively due to its different 
expressions. Chardonnay gives the wine roundness while Zibibbo gives it a touch of apricot. Pairs with sweet 
and sour tuna, sautéed onions and capers, tomato sauces, and scampi risotto.

Rose di Fata Frappato Rose I.G.T. (2018 Vintage)                                         Code# 34559
From 100% Frappato grapes this rosè has a delicate color, characteristic of the flowers of the Mediterranean.

Baglio Delle Fate  🌿



La Dama 🌿
Pergola and spalliera-type vineyards produce excellent 
grapes in order to give our wines that unmistakable 
character and peculiarity that is typical of us. The cellar 
is located in Negrar, in an ideal position for the long 
drying of grapes, which will give rise to our most pre-
cious product: Amarone della Valpolicella Classica. All 
of our Vineyards produce native grapes, which are ex-
pression of the land. They are hand-picked in our prop-
erty, and each of them gives a different taste note to our 
wines: Corvina provides the elegance, Corvinone gives 
the strength, Rondinella donates floral hints and Mo-
linara adds the flavor.

Amarone della Valpolicella Classico D.O.C.G
(2015 Vintage) 92 Luca Maroni      Code# 32393
With 70% Corvina, 10% Corvinone, 15% Rondinella, 
and 5% Molinara grapes, this wine is aged in French 
oak and Italian oak for 2 years, with an additional year 
in the bottle. The combination of barrels gives life to 
an Amarone with aromas of alcoholic cherries, dried 
plums, spices and tobacco. Warm on the palate, it is 
perfectly paired with barbecued or braised meat, stew, 
game and cheeses. Also available in 1.5L size, pricing 
upon request.

Valpolicella Superiore Classico Ripasso D.O.C 
(2016 Vintage)                                 Code# 32395
With 50% Corvina, 20% Corvinone, 25% Rondinella, 
and 5% Molinara grapes aged in wooden barriques for 
2 years, this wine has an intense and clear fruit flavor, 
with character, softness and complexity. This wine can 
be appreciated by connoisseurs and casual drinkers 
alike.

VeNeto, italy

La Dama Valpolicella Classico D.O.C.
(2018 Vintage) 90 Luca Maroni       Code# 32394
Made with 80% Corvina and 20% Rondinella and 
aged for 2 years in wood barrels.  Bright ruby red 
and purple hues with floral notes and fresh fruit. A 
fresh, tasty wine with unaggressive tannins.



Vivaldi
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Amarone della Valpolicella D.O.C.G. (2015 Vintage) 92 JS                       Code# 34699
Constructed with Corvina, Corvinone, and Rondinella grapes harvested exclusively by hand and 
aged in both wood and the bottle, this is a wine with big intensity and persistence. Full-bodied, 
determinately smooth, and full of velvety tannins, its elegance, structure and complexity has ele-
vated it in the worldwide wine scene. Available in regular and premium glass bottles, pricing upon 
request.

Valpolicella Ripasso D.O.C. (2017 Vintage) 90 LM                                     Code# 34670
Corvina, Corvinone, and Rondinella grapes harvested by hand, undergo the classic “ripasso” tech-
nique of double fermentation. Ruby red with hints of violet, this wine is characterized by a harmo-
nious balance of tannins and acidity. With rich velvety smoothness it pairs nicely with grilled meats. 
Available in regular and premium glass bottles, pricing upon request.

Apassimento Rosso Veneto I.G.T. (2017 Vintage)                                        Code# 34701
Corvina, Corvinone, and Rondinella grapes harvested by hand are left to dry before fermentation to 
grant higher concentrations of sugar in this wine. Wood aging brings out spicy aromas with notes 
of vanilla and cherry. Full bodied and round with soft tannins and a long finish, it pairs with aged 
cheeses. Available in premium glass bottles, pricing upon request.

Amarone della Valpolicella D.O.C.G. (2015 Vintage) 92 JS / 93 LM        Code# 34700
Made with native grape varieties of the Valpolicella DOC area such as Corvina, Corvinone and 
Rondinella.The drying technique used gives this wine the elegance, structure and complexity that 
have elevated it to the top of the wine scene worldwide. A full-bodied and determinate smooth, 
counterpoint of velvety tannins.

Valpolicella D.O.C. (2018 Vintage)                                                             Code# 34724
A ruby red wine with violet hints that is a combination of red fruits, vinous and spicy. A dry, warm, 
medium bodied, velvet and balanced tannins.

Valpolicella Ripasso D.O.C. (2017 Vintage) 90 LM                                   Code# 34725
This wine is made from grapes grown in vineyards located in the Valpolicella DOC area and is 
obtained through the wine-making technique known as “ripasso”, or double fermentation. It is rich, 
warm and soft on the palate thanks to the velvety tannins that distinguish it.

Pinot Grigio Delle Venezie D.O.C. (2018 Vintage)                                   Code #34702
100% Pinot Grigio.  A straw yellow color that is delicate, complex, with floral notes and with notes 
of yellow fruit. It is dry, fresh, and velvety.

Soave D.O.C. (2018 Vintage)                                                                   
A blend of garganega, trebbiano and chardonnay. A straw-yellow wine. It is floral, intense and deli-
cate. A medium-bodied, lightly bitter, with the typical notes of dried fruits.



Scarlatto Colli Euganei Rosso (2016 Vintage)                                               Code# 18348
The Scarlatto is made with 60% Merlot and 40% Cabernet Sauvignon grapes, it rests for 12 months 
in wood barrels before bottling. A ruby-colored wine, with aromas of vanilla, spices, marasca cher-
ry and red fruit. On the palate it is intense and dry with dense tannins, while remaining soft and 
well balanced. The Scarlatto is best with grilled red meat, wild game or well-seasoned cheeses.

Espero Colli Euganei (2017 Vintage)                                                             
90% Cabernet Sauvignon and 10% Carmenere.  It is a ruby-colored wine with purple glares. The 
aroma has interesting herbaceous and spicy fragrances, the taste is dry, soft and well balanced.

Serprino Frizzante Extra Dry D.O.C. (2018 Vintage)                               Code# 35721
100% Glera grapes harvested and pressed perfectly, the Serpino is pale yellow with greenish glares; 
the aroma is fine and delicate with hints of golden apple, pineapple and banana. The taste is spar-
kling with a smooth flavor, perfect with aperitif, seafood, and other delicate dishes.

Prosecco Extra Dry                                                                                      Code# 18349
100% Glera.  The color is pale yellow with greenish glares; the aroma is fine and delicate with hints 
of golden apple, pineapple, and banana; the taste is of thin and creamy bubbles, soft with a good 
final persistence.

Vigna Roda

VeNeto, italy



Rivetto 🌿
In 2019, Rivetto became the first vineyard in the Barolo 
and Barberesco region to become certified as organic 
and biodynamic by Demeter, one of the largest certifica-
tion bodies. Founded in 1902 and in its current location 
since 1938, Rivetto is now led by fourth generation wine 
maker Enrico Rivetto. In 2009 Enrico began the trans-
formation of the vineyard toward organic certification 
which was granted in 2016 and then further designated 
as biodynamic in 2019.

Barolo Briccolina (2013 Vintage) 92 WS / 95 WE 
100% Nebbiolo. Briccolina is the pioneer vineyard for 
our biodynamic approach, introduced here in 2015. 
Bright ruby red with orange reflexes, gentle bouquet 
of flowers and spices, at the palate is dry and elegant, 
sober, of good structure for long ageing, with delicate 
tannins. This unique single vinayard wine is aged 36 
months in 15 hl. oak barrels.       Code# 18755

Barbaresco Marcarini (2017 Vintage)
90 WA / 93 WE
100% Nebbiolo. Ruby red with orang reflexes. Clean 
and clear aromas with floral notes. Good structure and 
finesse, kicking tannins typical from the Marcarini 
area.    Code# 35476

Langhe Nebbiolo (2018 Vintage) 90 WA
An extremely pleasing and drinkable wine, and 
although it has a high alcohol grade this never over-
powers its fruity character. Its red color has Bordeaux 
reflections and the slow trickle from the edge of the 
glass confirms its optimal concentration and good 
body. The palate is caressed by a smooth tannin con-
tent typical of the Nebbiolo grape and by a warm and 
enveloping flavor.     Code# 35474

PiedmoNt, italy

Barolo del Commune di Serralunga D’Alba
(2016 Vintage) 93+ WA / 95 WE
100% Nebbiolo. Bright ruby red with orange reflexes, 
gentle bouquet of roses, violets, mature fruits and spic-
es, at the palate is soft and elegant, sober, enjoyable 
soon even for long ageing, with delicate tannins.
Code# 35498

Barbera D’Alba Zio Nando (2016 Vintage)
91 WA
The vineyard that produces the Zio Nando, thanks 
to a terrain that tends towards sandy and its western 
exposure, permits us to obtain a wine with a power-
fully fruity aroma, optimal color intensity and extreme 
refinement.     Code# 18772



Barolo D.O.C.G. (2015 Vintage)                                                                     Code# 22805
Made with 100% Nebbiolo grapes this garnet red colored Barolo has an ethereal bouquet with 
hints of rose, spices, and wood. Dry with a slightly tannic flavour, it pairs beautifully red meats, 
game, and mature cheeses.

Dolcetto D’Alba D.O.C. (2018 Vintage)                                                        Code# 16859
Typical bouquet with hints of sweet violet, forest fruits; velvety, harmonious dry flavor. 

Barbera D’Asti D.O.C.G. (2018 Vintage)                                                      Code# 23126
Full ruby red color with violet reflections when young and garnet when aged. Typical intense 
bouquet with hints of sour cherry and bread crust; dry flavor and round body. A slight acidity is 
typical, especially in certain years.

Giorgio Carnevale

PiedmoNt, italy

Federico Ferrero
Barolo D.O.C.G. (2015 Vintage)                                                                   Code# 23124
100% Nebbiolo.  Garnet red color, intense aroma of ripe fruit. Dry taste, good body, soft tannins.
Aged 24 months in French oak then further aged in the bottle.

Dolcetto D’Alba “Bricco Gala” D.O.C (2018 Vintage)                                Code# 24521
100% Dolcetto.  A balanced wine, with violet reflections, fresh and intensive perfume of ripe fruit, 
and licorice.

Langhe Chardonnay “Volpi” D.O.C. (2018 Vintage)                                   Code# 23123
100% Chardonnay.  Fresh wine, full-bodied, and balanced Chardonnay. Ideal to enjoy with fish and 
summer salads.

Cuvee Fiore Spumante Extra Brut                                                               Code# 16861
Made from Moscato Bianco grapes.  With 12% alcohol, this is a fresh, dry wine that is lightly aro-
matic, perfect as an aperitif, pairing with light dishes, appetizers and seafood.

Barbera d’Alba D.O.C. (2017 Vintage)                                                    Code# 20556
100% Barbera.  Dry, full-bodied, marked acidity and slightly tannic with a delicate aroma. Best 
served with roasts, boiled meats and very savory dishes in general.

Langhe Nebbiolo D.O.C. (2016 Vintage)                                                Code# 20569
100% Nebbiolo.  Intense ruby red with a tendency towards garnet red with age. A harmonic wine, 
full and persistent, slightly tannic with a hint of viola and ripe fruit in its aroma.

Barbaresco D.O.C.G.  (2015 Vintage)                                                     Code# 20548
100% Nebbiolo.  Aged at least 2 years, including one year in oak, this wine is dry, full, noble, 
velvety and harmonious. It has a characteristic aroma with hints of vanilla and is ideal with main 
courses of meat prepared with rich sauces and with spicy cheeses.

Barolo D.O.C.G.  (2014 Vintage)                                                            Code# 20558
100% Nebbiolo. Aged at least 3 years; 2 years in oak barrels.  t is a dry, full, noble, robust but vel-
vety wine of great harmony. It makes a perfect pairing with wild fowl, braised meats and elaborate 
dishes and spicy cheeses.

Le Filere



Colle Corviano

abruzzo, italy

Fonte Maggio Montepulciano d’Abruzzo D.O.C. (2015 Vintage)                Code# 22969
Made with 100% Montepulciano d’ Abruzzo grapes, Fonte Maggio is aged 12 mos. in French oak 
and 12 mos. in the bottle. A dark ruby red color with violet undertones, this wine is complex with 
notes of wild berry, framed by elegant oak spices. Perfect with red meats, game, and aged sheep 
cheeses.
 

Montepulciano d’Abruzzo D.O.C. (2016 Vintage)                                       Code# 33545
A rebellious and majestic wine with moist blackberry nuances and sour-cherry flavors, this wine 
reaches unimaginable heights of fruity warmth. Made with 100% Montepulciano d’ Abruzzo grapes 
and aged six months in French oak, this vibrant Montepulciano d’Abruzzo complements cured 
meats, poultry and stews. 1.5L premium bottles available, pricing upon request.

Sangiovese, Terre Di Chieti I.G.P (2018 Vintage)                                       Code# 33547
100% Sangiovese.  An intense ruby-red color with violet undertones. Intense bouquet of ripe red 
fruit. Rich in fruit, lively, elegantly framed by oak spices

Pecorino Colline Pescaresi I.G.P. (2018 Vintage)                                        Code# 22815
100% Pecorino grapes, this wine is a brilliant pale straw color with a wonderful bouquet of white 
pulp fruit, and explosive flavors of ripe pear, apple and jasmine accompanied by a gentle but
refreshing acidity. Superb with grilled fish, vegetable tempura, oysters.

.
Trebbiano D’Abruzzo D.O.C. (2018 Vintage)                                             Code# 21092
100% Trebbiano.  Pale straw with light green hues. Intense bouquet of ripe apples and peaches. 
refreshing ripe apple and peach notes end with a gentle acidity.

Chardonnay, Colline Pescaresi I.G.P. (2018 Vintage)                                Code# 21091
100% Chardonnay. A brilliant pale straw color. An enticing bouquet of ripe flower, lemon, tropical 
fruit. The wine expresses white pulp fruit and wonderful minerality accompanied by a crispy acidity 
that lingers on the palate.

Pinot Grigio, Colline Pecaresi I.G.P. (2018 Vintage)                                Code# 33546
Pale straw with light green hues. Intense bouquet of white fruits including ripe golden apples and 
pears. On the palate, refreshing ripe apple and peach notes end with a gentle acidity. A round,
lightly floral wine with a fullness and spice that brings lots of appeal.



Le Pinciaie Montepulciano d’Abruzzo D.O.C. (2015 Vintage)                       Code# 20400
100% Montepulciano d’Abruzzo grapes, Le Pinciaie is aged 12 mos. in French oak barrels, fol-
lowed by a 12-month bottle rest. A dark ruby-red color with violet undertones, this wine is com-
plex, with wild berry notes framed by elegant oak spices. Flavors of black currant and spicy cherry 
integrated with hazelnut and coffee in this wine pair well with red meats, game and aged sheep 
cheeses. 1.5L bottle sizes available, pricing upon request.

Bajo - Montepulciano D’Abruzzo D.O.C. (2018 Vintage)                              Code# 20398
100% Montepulciano d’Abruzzo.  Ruby-red with violet undertones. Intense bouquet of 
ripe red fruit. Rich in fruit, lively, finely framed by oak spices. Aged 6 months in French 
oak barrels. 

Salto - Sangiovese I.G.T. (20018 Vintage)                                                       Code# 30120
100% Sangiovese.  A vibrant Sangiovese that complements meat, poultry and stew.  In-
tense bouquet of ripe red fruit. Rich in fruit, lively, finely framed by oak spices. Aged 3 
months in French oak.  

Nora - Chardonnay Colline Pescaresi I.G.T. (2018 Vintage)                         Code# 20834
100% Chardonnay.  A brilliant pale straw color. An enticing bouquet of ripe flower, lemon 
tropical fruit. The wine expresses white pulp fruit and wonderful minerality accompanied 
by a crispy acidity that lingers on the palate.

Avalos - Pecorino Colline Pescaresi I.G.P. (2018 Vintage)                            Code# 24519
100% Pecorino. A brilliant pale straw color. A wonderful bouquet of white pulp fruit. Ex-
plosive flavors of ripe pear, renetta apple, ginestre flowers and jasmine accompanied by a 
gentle and refreshing acidity.

Tavo - Pinot Grigio Delle Venezie I.G.T. (2019 Vintage)                              Code# 20402
100% Pinot Grigio.  Pale straw with light green hues. Intense bouquet of white fruits in-
cluding ripe golden apples and pears. On the palate, refreshing ripe apple and peach notes 
end with a gentle acidity. A round, lightly floral wine with a fullness and spice that brings 
lots of appeal.

Spumante Brut Rose I.G.T.                                                                             Code# 24520
From 100% Montepulciano grapes selectively hand harvested comes a brilliant, light ruby red 
Rose, with raspberry, blackberry, cherry and red fruit aromas. Refreshing on the palate with bursts 
of complex flavors. Seductive and vibrant, this festive, dry pink ltalian sparkle can be served chilled 
with trout mousse, seared scallops, fried calamari or blinis with creme fraiche and caviar.

Prosecco Extra Dry D.O.C.                                                                           Code# 21334
100% Glera grapes are harvested by hand to create this straw-lemon Prosecco with fine perlage. 
Fresh, fragrant aromas of ripe fruit with hints of apple, pear and peach characterize this Prosecco, 
along with a palate that tastes fresh and fruity with pleasant acidity and a lively finish. Zesty and 
stylish this is the quintessential sparkling aperitif, enjoyed with grilled vegetables, smoked salmon 
or Asian delights such as spring rolls, steamed dumplings and chow mein.

ILauri

abruzzo, italy



Menhir
Puglia, italy

Salice Salentino D.O.C. (2016 Vintage)                                                          Code# 32396
80% Negroamaro and 20% Malvasia Nera. Bright ruby mantle with garnet inlays. Complex and 
variegated bouquet, with initial notes of wild berries, blueberry, cherries sotto spirito; followed by 
delicate spicy notes, cinnamon, coffee and forest floor framed by balsamic Full-bodied, fresh and 
consistent, supported by harmonious tannins. Persistent finish with light toasted notes.

N. Zero I.G.P. Salento (2016 Vintage) 90pts LM                                           Code# 32397
100% Negroamaro.  Intensely ruby red in color with violet hues.  On the nose, intriguing hints of 
wild strawberry, blackberry, raspberry, black pepper and eucalyptus.  Fresh on the palate, harmoni-
ous, dynamic and enveloping, with present tannins and well-balanced freshness. Long and coherent 
finish with echoes of spices and red fruits.

Quota 31 I.G.P. (2018 Vintage) 90pts LM                                                      Code# 23444
100% Primitivo.  Ruby red with intense violet hues. An inviting olfactory landscape delineated by 
hints of red and black cherry, plum and dark chocolate; a touch of black pepper follows.  Warm, 
round, solidly-structured taste with a perfectly blended tannic vein. Closes with traces of licorice.

Fiano Minutolo Pass-O I.G.T. (2018 Vintage)                                               Code# 18815
This wine of 100% Fiano grapes is straw yellow with golden reflections. Intense and captivating 
aromas of tropical fruit, white flowers, and Mediterranean herbs are all wrapped in a balsamic nod. 
In the mouth it is harmonious and enveloping, supported by a good acidity. Aromatic and well- 
structured dishes such as spaghetti with seafood, sushi or sashimi pair nicely.

Anciano
ValdePeñaS, SPaiN

Anciano Clasico Granacha                                                                             Code# 32362
85% Garnacha, 10% Tempranillo, 5% Monastrell.  Bright and intensely vibrant red fruit aromas 
with generous, smooth red and black berry flavors, soft tannins and a nice touch of spice from the 
oak. Sensational with slow cooked pork or lamb and other meats from the grill.

Anciano 5 Years Reserva                                                                               Code# 18926 
100% Tempranillo.  Dark cherry red in color. Full bodied and packed with ripe berry and cherry 
flavors. In keeping with Spanish tradition, the Anciano Reserva is aged in oak barrels for 12 months 
and exhibits classic fruit, vanilla and spice flavors.

Anciano 7 Years Reserva                                                                               Code# 18925
100% Tempranillo.  Aged for 7 Years in the cellars of Bodegas Navalón before release, this Reserva 
exhibits classic mature flavors of black cherry, leather, tobacco and vanilla.

Anciano 10 Years Reserva                                                                             Code# 16636
100% Tempranillo.  A mature, rounded and complex wine. On the nose, there is plenty going on: 
black cherry and hedgerow berry fruits, balsamic, spicy notes of pepper, caramel and vanilla oak. 
Soft and supple on the palate, it is well-structured displaying red fruit flavors, mellow tannins and a 
long, smooth finish. Elegant and balanced Spanish red in the traditional style.



brugairolleS, fraNce

Atlantique
Atlantique Sauvignon Blanc (2019 Vintage)                                                     Code# 22920
100% Sauvignon Blanc.  Vibrant tropical fruit and citrus aromas blend with intensely fruity and 
zesty flavors making this bone dry white a fresh and delicious crowd pleaser.

Atlantique Rose - Cabernet Franc (2020 Vintage)                                           Code# 22906
100% Cabernet Franc.  Pale pink, yet vibrant in the classic French style. There is plenty of wild 
strawberry and raspberry fruit on the nose. The palate is deliciously fresh, elegant and soft with 
crisp acidity. Generous fruit flavors, but delightfully dry.

marlborougH, New zealaNd

River Sail 🌿
River Sail Sauvignon Blanc - Sustainable                                                      Code# 31520
Marlborough’s high sunshine hours, moderate temperatures and strong diurnal variations are key 
to producing distinctive acidity and the flavour profile of Sauvignon Blanc.  Vibrant and intensely 
fruited with stone fruit aromatics driven by crisp acidity and backed-up with juicy citrus flavors 
leaving you longing for more.

meNdoza, argeNtiNa

Mosquita Muerta
Cordero con Piel de Lobo (2018 Vintage) 92 JS / 90 WA                           Code# 16858
Fermented in concrete tanks before the oak-aging process, this Malbec is clean, rich and fruit driv-
en. The nose offers spice and purple flowers, as well as cassis. The palate is fresh and supple, juicy 
blueberry flesh abounds with a nicely resolved finish.



Woodhouse Wine Estates 
weSt coaSt, u.S.a.

Kennedy Shah Cabernet Sauvignon (2016 Vintage)                                   Code# 25920
82% Cabernet Sauvignon and 18% Cabernet Franc grapes, aged 15 mos. in neutral French oak, this 
is a rich and finely textured Cabernet with concentrated and pure flavors of dark currant and red 
fruit that are well structured. It offers firm tannins and minerality with a savory finish.

Kennedy Shah Merlot (2016 Vintage)                                                         Code# 25921
100% Merlot grapes are aged for 15 months in neutral French oak to create this supple and elegant 
Merlot with a polished core of ripe plum and wild berry flavor. Showing hints of fresh earth, wilted 
rose, cedar, and strawberry jam, this wine is delicious with a pleasant finish.

The Woodhouse Wine Estates is proud to be a family-run winery that blends character, balance, and warmth into passionately
producing extraordinary wines in the heart of Woodinville, WA. Over the past decade, they have strived to build a legacy on the
foundation of consistency, quality, and integrity in all aspects of the wine making operations, and have established themselves as a
premier producer of passionately crafted terroir-driven wines with luscious warmth, complex character, and extraordinary balance.
Head Wine-Maker Jean-Claude believes in showcasing the complexity and terroir of each wine; drink it, and it should tell you an
interesting story. “No boring wines” is his motto!

Eleveé  Winegrowers

Eleveé Vineyard Pinot Noir Dundee Hills (2016 Vintage) 90 JS/ 92 WE / 91 WS   Code# 16872
This wine reveals raspberries, violets, sweet tobacco, black tea, and powdered perfume, with hints 
of baking spices, around a mineral core. This is a medium body wine, with lively acidity, and broad, 
fine, silky tannin. The long finish lingers with a chorus of raspberries, fading violet petals, and 
Dundee dust.

As a Viticulture & Enology Graduate Student at UC Davis back in 2004, Tom Fitzpatrick designed a Pinot Noir Study to better un-
derstand the influence of Clone and Rootstock on Phenolic Composition (i.e. Color and Texture). Vineyards located in some of Califor-
nia’s most diverse environments were studied. The results of the study were quite unexpected… there was no clear relationship between 
Clone, Rootstock, and Phenolic Composition... “environment” appeared to be the primary driver of phenolic differences. At that moment, 
Tom understood that a desired wine flavor profile could be best achieved through the careful selection of vineyard environment and the 
concept for Élevée Winegrowers’ “Study In Terroir” was born.
él•e•vée  /el-uh-vay/
(french) feminine, adjective
1.  elevated or high.



SPiritS aNd fortified wiNeS

Yeyo Silver Tequila                                                                                         Code# 5779
Yéyo Silver is crisp and clean with hints of rich floral citrus agave notes. We call it perfection in 
flavor, with an elusive balance of pepper, sweet, and spice. The perfect tequila for sipping.
 

Mestizo Mezcal Reposada                                                                             Code# 6087
100% Agave Espadin.  Gold medal winner at the San Francisco World Spirits Competition. This 
expression is aged for 8 months in new, lightly toasted American white oak barrel. Balanced and 
refined taste with floral, vanilla flavors and a hint of oak.

Ver-Mo Vermouth Di Torino Rosso                                                             Code# 34972
Vermò has a distinctive citrus aroma and taste provided by a blend of lemon, orange and ginger, 
which makes it really fresh in the mouth. This is combined with the herbaceous notes of mint and 
coriander, and rounded by aromas of vanilla and cinnamon.  


